MEMORIAL DAY OBSERVANCE
May 28, 2018 11:00 A.M.

Presented by the
American Legion Post 182
In Memory of
Our Nation’s War Dead

AUX HEROIQUES COMMANDOS
DE RANGERS
D2RN E2RN F2RN
DU 116EME D’INFANTERIE
QUI PRIERENT D’ASSAULT LA
POINTE DU HOC
LES 6, 7, 8 JUIN 1944
Sous le commandement du
Colonel James E. Rudder
La 1ere Division Américaine

VIEW FROM POINT DU HOC
PRELUDE

SPECIAL MUSIC BY THE BLACKSBURG COMMUNITY BAND
BAND CONDUCTOR
JAY DUMER

WELCOME
ALA UNIT 182 PRESIDENT
NANCY LINKOUS

POST 182 COMMANDER
DALLAS DYE

INVOCATION
POST 182 CHAPLAIN
GARLAND LINKOUS

* WITH COLORS IN PLACE, OUR PLEDGE

* THE UNITED STATES NATIONAL ANTHEM
THE STAR SPANGLED BANNER

SONGS FROM THE FIVE SERVICES
ARMY
COAST GUARD
MARINES
AIR FORCE
NAVY

* STAND AS YOU ARE ABLE
INTRODUCTION OF SPEAKER
PAST DEPARTMENT COMMANDER
DR. GEORGE BLUME

MEMORIAL DAY SPEAKER
SERGEANT MAJOR SPENCER B. FORD
CHIEF MILITARY SCIENCE INSTRUCTOR
AT VIRGINIA TECH ROTC

SPECIAL MUSIC BAND AND AUDIENCE
GOD BLESS AMERICA

MOMENT OF SILENCE

Memorial Day has nothing to do with a single day, a single time of year, of the end of spring and the beginning of summer. Every day is Memorial Day. Andrew Lichtenstein

BENEDICTION
ALA UNIT 182 CHAPLAIN
PATRICIA DAVIS

* PLEASE STAND FOR THE SOUNDING OF TAPS

Thank you for being part of this Memorial Day program